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COMPOSITION OF THE SUB-COMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND 
PROTECTION OF bilNOEITIES 

1. Tlae CHAIRMAN recalled that the Conimisslon had decided to postpone 
consideration of that question until the present time, so as to enable members 
to submit nominations for the replacement of Mr. William MoNamara. It bad been 
understood that in the absence of any such proposals, the Commission would 
recommend to the Economic and Social Council that the number of members of the 
Sub-Commission should be reduced from thirteen to twelve. The Chairman pointed 
out in that connexion that the Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and 
the Press was oom;posed of only twelve members. 

There being no objootion, i t was decided to recommend to the Economic and 
Social Council that the nvimber of mambere of the Sub-Commission on Prevention 
of Dlacrimlnation and Protection of Minorities should be reduced from thirteen 
to twelve. 

MEETIllGS OF THE COMMISSION Ш> THE COMMITTSIS 

2. Mr. КЯЛОи (Greece) suggested that the Commission should not meet on 
Wednesday 12 April , ao that the Chairman could attend the commemoration serviçea 
in honour of President Roosevelt, That would also give the Commission an 
opportunity to pay tribute to one of the most ardent defenders of human rights. 

3. The CHAIEMAN thanked the Greek representative for his consideration 
and said that she would in fact have to be absent on Wednesday 12 April in order 
to attend the ceremonies to be held at Hyde Park. The Commission couJd, however, 
meet under the chairmanship of Mr. Chang. 

k. Mr. CHANG (china), although quite prepared to act as chairman i f the 
Commission ao desired, was nevertheless in favour of holding no meeting on 
Wednesday 12 Apri l , for the reasons given by the Greek representative. 

5 ' The CHAIRMAN suggested that i f the Commission decided not to meet on 
Wednesday, the members of the C o n m i t b e e - an I m p X & i m n t i i t i o i i should taJce eàvaxttsLgp 

of that day to begin tbetr work. 

/6. Mr. MALIK 
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6. Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) thought that It wae hardly advlsable to refer 
Buch an important question as measures of lnçilemer-tution to the Committee before 
discussing i t thoroughly in the Commission, no -̂.шл.Г^ге ргоро'̂ е."" ъУ^Л- the 
Commission should hold a preliminary б Ice "'¡B я ion -̂ ii thst çve&tion i n crdor to 
bo able to give the Committee certai'^ «unerril l-aoti-ucticno to serve аз a guide. 

7. Mr. OroOKNSAU (France) end Mr. Ю:Г:ОП ''Greece) guppcrted Mr. Malik's 
proposal and pointed cut thut iha C - ^ - m S t t o c co'vLd not ьх'.ш1по the question 
profitably until after i t had been dieçussed by the CommiaBion. 

8. The CKAIEMAN proposed that Ved na id ay, 12 April should be set aside for 
meetings of the othor cDrjiitteea of t h a СО^Л'.Р:З1ОП, ô jca аз the Committee on 
the Yearbook of Human Bights and the Coninlttsu on Coim-unicationa. 

9. Mr. OBBOZnüív\U (France) stated that in view of the many functions 
devolving on him iV -.v-êra те.-'у d-íff.Vcult fcr hir¿ to follow the v o r l : of the 
Commission and. tha/: of its cormitteea simu?. t.âneoucly. He, aakod vfcethor, under 
the rules of procoUi;re, i t vould be poasible for him to appoint an alternate 
to vote in the committees. 

10. Mr. HUî.îPfr-ISY (Secretariat) replied that the Commisaion's rules of 
procedure which aloo applied to the committees did not allow that. 

11. Mr. OBDOWKZATJ (France) thought that i t was a pity that the rules of 
procedure al],.ov;eô e.r.'/-or,9 to apeak whereas they reserved the right to vote for 
principal repruc.ent v.-̂ /uO. In hia opinion, exactly the opposite should apply, 
since i t was very ©азу to instruct an alternate on how to vote. 

12. Mr. KYROU (Greece) thought that i t woxlld be b©at not to hold any 
meeting on Wednesday, 12 Apr i l . 

13- The CHAIRMAN put to th© vote the Greek repr©o©ntative's proposal. 
That proposal was adopted, by 8 votes to 2, with 3 abstentiona. 

/ i k . The CavIBMAN 
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14. The CHAIPMM then proposed thai Thursday, 13 April should be set aside 
for the work of the Committee on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 
Minorities and th© Committee on the Yearbook on Human Rights which would meet in 
the morning and the afternoon respectively. She also proposed that Friday, 
14 April , should bo set aside for the general debate on measures of implementation 

15. Mr, НШРНРЛУ (Secretariat) thought that i t would be preferable for the 
Committee on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities to meet 
in the morning so that it could, i f necessary, continue its work in the afternoon. 

The Commission decided by 7 votes to none, with 6 abstentions, that Thursday^ 
13 April , should be set asid.e for meetings of the Committee on Prevention of 
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities and the Committee on the Yearbook 
on Human Rights. 

16. Mr. МАЬЖ (Lebanon) proposed that the general debate on measures of 
implementation should be postponed until the following week in order not to delay 
the drafting of,the covenant itself , 

17. Mrs, MEHTA (India) supported that suggestion. 
The Commission decided by 7 votes to none, with 6 abstentions, to postpone 

the general discussion, on measure3 of implero^ntation until the following Monday. 

DRAFT INTERWATIOKAL C0VENA1ÍT ON EUI4AN RIGHTS (ANNEXES I AND II OF THE REPORT OF 
THE FIFTH SESSION OF THE COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS, DOCUMEEÎT E/13T1) (continued) 

Article 5 (continued) 

18. The CHAIRMAN proposed that consideration of articl© 5, paragraph 3, 

should b© postponed in order to enable the delegations of th© United States and 
Lebanon to agrse on a Joint text. 

It was so decided. 

/Article 10 
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Article 10 

19• Mr. VALENZIIELA (Chile) said he waa in favour of the original text of 
the article. He could not support the amendment put forward Ъу the Philippine 
delegation as the original text was expressly intended to prevent imprisonment 
in the case where an individual found himself unable to fu l f i l his contractual 
obligations. It was clear, moreover, that that provision would not provide 
Immunity for dishonest persons. The Chilean delegation, therefore, would vote 
in favour of the original text of article 10 and against the amendment put 
forward by the Philippine delegation. 
20. Mr. Valenzuela agreed with the reservations expressed by the Danish 
delegation in the f irst part of its comments reproduced on page 33 of document • 
E/CN,4/365. The Chilean Government also attached the greatest importance to 
the punishment of the crime of abandoning a family and failing to pay maintenance 
allowances, a oase which should be considered as outside the scope of the article. 

21. Mr. KYBOU (Greece) was also in favour of maintaining article 10 in its 
original form. A l l national legislations punished persons guilty of fraud. 
22. He could not accept the addition to article 10 proposed by the 
Philippine delegation (E/CN,4/407) , for the word "excessive" which was Included 
in that amendment, had a relative meaning. 

23. The CHAIRMAN, speaking as the representative of the United States 
of America, agreed with the representatives of Chile and Greece оц their 
interpretation of the original text of article 10. Evidently the Commission 
waa unanimously in favour of adopting the réservations ejçressed by the Danish 
delegation in its written comments. The United States delegation was therefore 
prepared to accept the existing text, provided that the Commission's documents 
included the correct interpretation of the text. 

24. Mr. WHITLAM (Australia) waa opposed to the adoption of the P h i l i p p i n e 
amendment for the reasons given by the Chllevan repreewitatlve. 

/25, Aa to 
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25. As to the f irst part of the Danish delegation's coiments, the 
Australian delep.ation vas prepared to make analogous reservations. He thought, 
however, that i t v?.b .raiecessary explicitly to mention tloat a person could he 
imprisoned for f&1.laro to pay a maintenance allowance, as those matters vere 
within the competsnce of the national courts which pronounced Judgment in the 
case of breaches of the lav. He recalled that article 10 was only intended 
to prohibit prison sentences for debt. 

26. У1Г. HOARE (United Kingdom) agreed with the representatives of Australia 
and Chile in considering that tlie original text excluded the cases provided for 
in the reservatlona of the Danish delegation. The original text of the article 
had been drafted very carefully and i t had a precis© legal meaning. It was 
intended to prevent prison sentences for persons unable to f u l f i l their contrac
tual obligations. In the case of failure to pay a maintenance allowance which 
a court had asaeaeed to be paid, imprisonment (which could only be resorted to 
after the co ĵrt l,sd aesesBed the ability of the accused party to pay) was for 
disobedience of the court order. 

27. Mr. SOKEIISON (DenmerK) explained tiiat his Goverimsent did not expressly 
wish the text of article 10 to be modified, but merely meant to clarify its 
scope. It vas apparent from the statements vhich had Just been made that the 
other delegations sharped the vievs of the Danish delegation. In the 
circumstances, he vas preiered to vote for article 10 as i t was drafted, on 
the understanding that th© interpretation accei^ted by the Conmlssion would be 
noted in the summary record. 

28. Mr, RAMADAN (Egypt) was also in favour of the original text of 
article 10. The Philippine emendment wae unneceesary because i t vas clear 
that fraud invalidated the contract and that, in that case, the victim could 
appeal to the courts, 

29. Mr, JEVRiaMOVIC (Yugoslavia), like tte previous speakers, thought that 
the original text vas sufficiently clear. The Philippine amendment vae not 
only unnecessary but even legally unsound, not because fraud shovild not be 

/punished 
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punished, hut hecause, .in the case of fraud, i t was that which constituted the 
grounds for arrest and not the individual's inability to fu l f i l his contractual 
obligations. 

I 
30. Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) thought that the whole meaning of article 10 

depended on the phrase "merely on the grounds" which clearly expressed the author's 
intentions. Ihe phrase meant that inability to fxilfil contractual obligations 
did not constitute sufficient grounds but i t did not do away with the possibility 
Of imposing a prison sentence on other grounds. The original te>ú., therefore, 
took into account the reservations expressed by the representative of Denmark 
and.it was unnecessary to polish a text which was perfectly clear in,meaning. 

31» The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the Philippine amsndme'.at p3̂ opo9:îiîg, 
that the words "unless he is guilty of fraud" should be added to article 10 

(E/CN.l»/365, page 33). 

That amendment was unanimously rejected. 

3^• The CHAIFMAÎÎ put to the vote the proposal put forward by the 
Philippines to add the following paragraph to article 10: "No one shall bo 
subjected to excessive fines." (S/CïiЛ/hoj). 

That proposal was rejected by 11 votes to none, with 2 abstentions, 

33. The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the original text of article 10; "No one 
shall be imprisoned merely on the grounds of inability to fu l f i l a contractual 
obligation." (E/CN.V365/page 33). 

Ai^^icle 10 was adopted unanimously.' 
Additional article proposed by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to precede 
article 11 of the draft covenant (pages 28-29 of the report of the f i fth session 
of the Commission on Human.Rights (docximent E - I 3 7 I ) . 

34 , . The CHAIRiyiAN recalled that at the f i f th session the USSR had proposed 
tlie insertion of an additional article before article 11 of the draft covenant. 
A draft amendment (E/CN.4/395) to the USSR proposal had been submitted by the 
Yugoslav delegation. 

y§5» She enquired 

http://and.it
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35* She enquired whether the Ccomission wished to begin discussing the 
additional articles iiranediately or to postpone consideration of them until i t 
had concluded the f i rst reading of the draft covenant. 

36. Mr. KTROU (Greece) was in favour of th© second solution. After 
completing the f irst reading, the members of the Commission wotild have a 
clearer conception of the covenant as a whole and would thus be in a better 
position to decide on the jroposed additional articles. 

37. Mr. WHITLAM (Australia) supported th© Greek representative's view and 
added that no f inal decision had yet been taken on the order of the articles. 

38. Mr. HOARE (United IClngdom) observed that some additional articles 
might have a direct bearing on articles of the draft covenant and in that case 
i t would be preferable not to postpone consideration of them. A particular 
case in point was the proposed additional article to be inserted after article 2, 
He Buggested that the general principle that now articles should-be conaidered 
later should not preclude the consideration of a new article -.̂ hich waa cloasly 
associated vith an existing one. 

39. Mr, JEVPEMOVIC (Yugoslavia) felt that the Commission could not take a 
decision of principle to defer consideration of the additional articles until 
after the f irst reading of the draft covenant. Neither the article submitted 
by the USSR, nor the amendment to i t proposed by the Yugoslav delegation, in any 
way contradicted article 11, which the Commission was about to discuss. There 
therefore seemed to be no reason why those proposals should not be considered 
forthwith. 

40. The CHAIRMAN asked whether the members of the Comnission agreed that 
the additional articles should be considered at the end of the f irst reading, 
unless they had a direct bearing on articles already included in the draft 
covenant. 

It was so decidea.by 11 votes to 1, with 1 abstention. 

/Article 11 
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Article 11 

41. Mr. SORENSEN (Dennjark) observed that his Goyemraent's reservations 
with regard to article 11 (E/CN.4/365I. page 35) were 4ue to the fact that the 
article, as originally drafted, ensured impunity to persons who wished to leave 
a country in order to-evade obligations with which, in the public interest, dt 
was desireible that they should be required to comply. Dinr-ing the previous 
session the Danish delegation had submitted an amendment designed, to close that 
gap, but the Commission had not thought f i t to a-ecept i t . The Danish Government, 
however, s t i l l had serious misgivings on the point. 

42. The new text proposed by the United States delegation, to some extent 
allayed those misgivings, but s t i l l left room for doubt. 
43 . The Danish delegation preferred the amendment proposed by the 
Netheriands (E/CN.4/365) . ' By reason of its general nature that amendment might 
admit of derogations from the right stated. Such a defect was, however-, 
diff icult to avoid in an article dealing with so complex a subject. The 
important thing was to ensure that the general interests of the community, should 
riot be impaired in an attempt'to safeguard the rights of the individualj-
44. The Danish delegation would therefore vote for the Netherlands 
amendment; i f that amendment was rejected, i t would-vote for the text•proposed 
by the United States of America. 

4 5 . ' The CHAIRMAN, speaking as representative of the united States of-
America, introduced the new text of article 11 proposed by her delegation .. 
(E/CN.4/365) . She pointed out that the reference to public morals and to the 
protection of the rights and freedoms of others had been Introduced in 
paragraph 1 not merely because i t was necessary, but also in order to ensure 
conformity with the drafting already adopted for the reservations in articles I6 , 
18 and 19. 

^6. In addition to the exceptions envisaged by the original text, the new 
text made provision for other legitimate exceptions, such as res-trictions on 
movement for purposes of prostitution, restrictions designed to secure the 
settlement of tax claims before departure from a country or the legitimate 
detention of a witness or accused person in connexion with legal proceedings. 

AT. The Ifeited States 
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The United States delegation was also proposing to llrpit sub-
peragiaph (á) of paragraph 1 to governmental interference. It was of the 
opinion that article 11 should be considered in the light of article 20 on non-
dlficrimination, which prohibited a l l discrimination in the application of the 
rights set forth in the covenant. Unless article 11 was limited, there was a 
danger that it might be interpreted in the'light of article 20 as depriving 
landlords of the free choice of tenants. It was the current practice to reserve 
certain dwellings for special categories of persons, for example, for women or 
for people Of a particular religion. It was certainly not the Commission's 
intention to change that practice, but, In order to avoid any misunderstanding, 
the United States delegation had thought i t preferable to limit the scope of 
sub-paragraph (a) to the exercise of public powers alone. 
k&. With regard to paragraph 2, the United States amendment was intended 
to extend the right accorded by guaranteeing to persons bom abroad the right to 
enter the country of which they were nationals. 

^9. Mr. HOAEE (United Kingdom) recalled that many representatives had had 
misgivings about the article at the fifth session of the Commission, and that 
the majority had abstained from approving the text under discussion. The mis-
givlnga had been caused by the difficulty incurred in drafting a text which took 
into account the legitimate exceptions to be laid down regarding liberty of 
movement. The United States representative had listed some of those exceptions; 
her l i s t was far from complete. He only wished to cite as an example the 
problems arising in colonial and Trust Territories. In certain cases, for 
instance, the periodical migration of workers compelled authorities to forbid 
migrant workers to stay in a part of the territory on the expiration of the work 
contract. There -waa also the сале of areeie reserved for native occupation. 
©Jóse exceptions vers lavful end necessary. They did not, however, come шбег 
the text <of paragraph 1 suggested by the ÜQlted State! delogation. In order 
to cover those and elallar caeee a wider and more general ata-?3eaipnt of 
exceptions vould be required, acd the/fa vould mean that the article would have 
very l i t t l e real content. Ih the oircums'bancea the Uhlted Kingdom thou^t 
that the preferable course was to delete the article. 

/50. Mr. MALIK 
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50. j^r. MALIK (Lebanon) agreed that the wording of article 11 gave rièe to 
real difficulty, but to delete would mean that a provision referring to an 
important right vas rsmoved- from the covenant. In its coamontB the Austrólian 
Government aaked whether freedom of roovoroent was a right aia banlo or as 
fundamental as, for example, -the right to live or the right to personal liberty, 
and vhether i t might not be prefej^eble in the interests of tpeedy and videspread 
acceptance of a convention on fundamental rights to defer to a later convention 
the draft article 11. 

5 1 . • Mr. №lik: pointed out that, although liberty of movement was not a 
fundamental right, i t was nonetheless an essential part of the right to personal 
liberty. The Oommisaion on Human Sights had agreed,' after long discussion, that 
article 11 shoi-V-ld be retained. It had arrivad at that concluslcn as a result of 
the many diacrim:;natory measures against their ovn nationals vhich some govern
ments had taken ¿-u îng the past thirty or forty years. Tl̂ .at situation, far from 
improving, appeared in some cases to''be de terlorating. 
52. He was not unaware of the difficulties vhich had been pointed out by 
the representatives of the United Kingdom, the United States of. America and , 
Australia, but those difficulties must be overcome and they could be overcome 
i f the Commission adopted the very general formula proposed by the Netherlands 
delègatiori. That text, vhile proclaiming liberty of movement, subordinated i t to 
"any general lav, consistent with the rights defined in this covenant/' That 
3*eeerTetlón wee an appreciable safeguard. • I t was hardly conceivable that the 
signatories of the covenant would promulgate laws violating its provisions. 
53. ' As regards sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 1, he felt that the text 
proposed by the United States delegation only partly solved the problem of 
freedom to choose a residence, ' Governmental interference was no doubt one of the 
pf-incipal sources of iabuee in that f ield. But Governments should also be 
compelled to prohibit any private initiative which "might prevent the exercise of 
the' right of a i l their nationals to choose their residence freely. He hoped that 
the text could be so revised that such an objection would be overcome while also 
meeting the legitimate concem of the United States'Government. 

/54, As regards 
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5 4 » As regards paragraph 2, the Lebanese delegation agreed with the well-
foimded explanations of the United States représentative, and would support the 
text which she had proposed. 

55 . Mr. KYEOU (Greece) fully shared the views ,of the United Kingdom 
representative and thought, as he did, that article 11 should not be retained. 
56 . That article simply repeated the principle laid down in article 13 of 
the Universal Declaration of Human Eights. It was understood that the covenant 
should not simply reiterate the principles already established in the Declaration. 
It should contain such legal provisions as to ensure the implementation of defin
ite rights on the application of which agreement would be possible. 
57. The Greek delegation would therefore vote for the deletion of 
article 11. If that proposal was rejected, i t would vote for the United States 
amendment to paragraph 1 and for the French amendment to paragraph 2. 

58. Mrs. МЕЕПГА (India) recalled that i t was thanks to the efforts of her 
delegation that the Commission had decided, at its fifth session, to Include 
article 11 in the draft covenant. Article 11 certainly laid down a right whose 
implementation would be very difficult because of the large number of Justified 
exceptions i t allowed. But other rights which appeared in the draft covenant - -
freedom of speech, freedom of association — could not be granted without 
reservation either. They wei^ nonetheless fundamental rights. 
59. The right to personal liberty would be worthless i f the individual was 
deprived of liberty of movement in his own cotmtry. That liberty, however, was 
currently denied to thousands of people. The anxiety felt at such a state of 
affaire explained the importance which the Indian delegation attached to 
article 11 and the reason why i t again urged the Commission not to delete i t 
in spite of the difficultiee i t involved. The problem was to find a formula 
•îrfilch would take those difflcxiltles into account. The Indian delegation was 
prepared to accept the Netherlands delegation's proposal, particularly as the 
Danish i^presentatlve had expressed the opinion that i t would allay his 
Government's, understandable anxiety. 
60. The Indian delegation could also accept the text proposed by the 
United Statea, provided that the reference to governmental interference was 
deleted. 

/61 . Mr. ORDONNEAU 
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61 « ORDOIíTJEAÜ (France) fully sharoà the views of the represenfetlves 
Of Lebanon and India. The right to liberty of movement coïiïà not be suppressed 
without infringing upon the physical liberty of the individual. " Deletion of ' 
article 11 of the draft coveraairb would make one of thé' ma jor provisions of the 
Universal Declaration of.Human Bights quite impossible of application. The 
Commission should not be discouraged by drafting difficuítiéa. He recognized 
that the objections to .the original text were valid, and reseb/ed the right to 
comment later upon the various amsrdments which had been submitted. 
62» .. Ijj Introducing the French amendment to paragraph 2 (s/CHЛ/Зё5)'> 
Mr. Ordonneau explained that his sole aim was to ensure that that provisión 
which, as had bef̂ a rightly observed, was intended to prevent arbitrary exile, 
could not be. invoked to prohibit juatified exile; the latter, in certain cases, 
might be..a mildsr measure than those to which governments woxild' hâve to resOrt 
i f exile we re, not possible. Tho French amendment left i t to dbmestlc legislation 
to determine in what cases exception could be made to the right of persons • freely 
to-ente?, the. country of which they were nationals. The French delegation was not 
motivated by selfish considerations In the matter; the penalty of exile did 
not exist in France except in one case, that of a pretender to the' throneV' 

Mr. VALMZIJELA (Chile) observed that the theoretical question whether 
liberty of movement was a fundamental right would assume less' importance if--
democracy really prevailed in the world. The events which had followed thé'' 
Second . World Warд however, had shown that'those whose purpose It шв 'to deny 
. people their fundamental rights always began by depriving them of the right to 
m̂ove freoly through their own territory. The Commission should not run' the' risk 
of appearing tacitly to approve a s-bate of affairs constitu-klng a flagrant ' 
violation-of.the principles of the Charter. 
64 , . The.Chilean delegation well understood that the drafting of à'positive 
tejct, was fraught with real difficiaties, but i t felt i h n i ' t h e Commission had 'a 
moral obligation to make an effort, to tlaat end, and i t associated i'fceeïf 'vith 
'the delegations of Lebanon, India and Finance in calling for such aii effort'.'' 
65» He agreed with the Dgnish representative that the United Spates formula 

might be an,escape clause,, and he preferred th© Nethorlands ajDâ:idb9nt>-тйа15Ь ' 
subjected, libei'ty. of movement only to those legislative measures' ôonsiatent with 
the terms of the Covenant. The Chilean delegation, moreover, approved ihe 
.United States text for sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph 1 and for paragratih"2. 

17Л P«ni. The meeting rose at 1 p.m. 




